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NMR multiple echoes observed in solid He
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A large number of echoes —called multiple echoes —following two isolated NMR radio-

frequency pulses separated by a time v, have been observed in bcc He. A quantitative theory

of this phenomenon is given, taking into account the nonlinear effect of' the nuclear demagnet-

izing field in the equation of motion of the magnetization. 1n a magnetic-field gradient 6, just
before the second pulse at time T, the nuclear-spin transverse magnetization has a helical confi-

guration of pitch yG v- =- ko, which is converted by the second radio-frequency pulse into a

sinusoidal modulation of the magnetization along the magnetic f'ield gradient. The cortespond-

ing sinusoidal demagnetizing field modulates spatially the NMR resonance f'requency so that the

transverse magnetization is a superposition of helical configurations with pitch pko (niultiple ot'

ko), yielding multiple echoes at times p 7. A detailed comparison with the experimental results
1

obtained at high temperatures (300 mK. & T &.1 K) and low temperatures (1 & T & 20 mK),
leads to a satisfactory agreement with the experiments. The main practical application of the

multiple-echo study is to provide a method of measurement of the absolute value of the

nuclear-spin susceptibility without knowing the shape or the number ot spins of the sample.

The transverse relaxation time T2 and the diffusion coefficient Dare also obtained with this

analysis. '+hen applied to the low-temperature measurements, the multiple-echo analysis has

pointed out, for the first time, the increase of the magnetic susceptibility of solid He in the

paramagnetic phase near the ordering temperatur'e T, , awhile in contrast the relaxation times T~

and T2 and the diffusion coefficient 0 do not change appreciably, even just above T, .

I. INTRODUCTION

In usual NMR pulse experiments, a sequence of
two radio-frequency (rf) pulses at times 0 and r gives
a single echo at time 2v. ' In recent pulsed NMR'ex-
periments in solid 3He, an unusual phenomenon was
observed2~: the same two-pulse sequence was fol-
lowed by a large number of echoes at times
2v. , 3~, 47, . . . , n v, ... . These experiments were first
performed at low frequency (f = 125 kHz) and low

temperature (T= 1 to 20 mK). The solid sample,
prepared by adiabatic compression (Pomeranchuk
cooling) was in equilibrium with the liquid along the
melting curve; in these conditions we observed a

transition in the solid at T, =1.07 mK but there were
many converging indications that the multiple echoes
were not related to this transition: they appeared far
from T„attemperatures as high as 20 mK; more-
over, the same echo pattern was obtained when vary-
ing both the magnetic field Ho and the temperature T'

such that the ratio Ho/T remained the same. This
feature has been corroborated by a new set of experi-
ments performed in solid 3He at higher temperatures
(T =0.5 K) and higher fields (Ha = 1 T). In these
conditions, solid He was in the well-known paramag-
netic phase, the low-temperature effects were absent
(T )) T,), and the ratio Ho/T was roughly the same
as in the experiments considered above. Large multi-

pie echoes very similar to the low-temperature ones
were actually observed in the I-K range, showing
without any doubt that the multiple echoes must be
explained within the framework of the paramagnetic
phase.

The aim of this paper is to show that multiple
echoes are explained quantitatively by the effect of
the demagnetizing field Hg —4mMp created by the
nuclear-spin magnetizat-ion Mo. In conventional
NMR this field, being small, has usually a negligible
effect compared to that. of the external applied field.
In solid 3He this is not always true: the large
nuclear-spin exchange frequency due to the large
zero-point motion of the He atoms leads to a mo-
tional narrowing of the NMR line and thus to a long
transverse relaxation time T2 (T2 = 250 msec at
molar volume V =24.25 cm'). The demagnetizing
field Hq acting on the transverse magnetization dur-
ing a time of the order of T2, has a significant effect
when yHqT2 1. This condition is fulfilled in bcc
'He when H~ is of the order of a few tenths of a mil-

ligauss. In our low-field experiments (HO=38.6 G),
this condition is satisfied for temperatures lower than
40 mK. The demagnetizing field is a nonlocal func-
tion of the magnetization at each point and intro-
duces complex nonlinear terms in the equation
describing the evolution of the sample magnetization.

When applying rf pulses, we change the orientation
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of the magnetization with respect to the external
field; if the spin system has been prepared in such a
way that the initial magnetization is not homogene-
ous over the sample, , an rf pulse produces nonuni-
form NMR frequency displacements which yield
low-frequency beats in the observed magnetization.
The effect of the nonlinear terms due to the demag-
netizing field can be seen as a mixing of the spatial
Fourier components of the magnetization which then
do not evolve independently of one another.

The effect of the demagnetizing field on spin sys-
tems is actually related to the more general problem
of the evolution of nonlinear systems, regardless of
the origin of the nonlinear terms. Various kinds of
multiple echoes should appear whenever the reso-
nance frequency of a system is a function of the exci-
tation level and thus they could be observed in many
physical systems exhibiting echo phenomena, e.g. ,
piezoelectric crystals, 5 type-II superconductors, 6 plas-
rrias, 7 and solids in which the "boson echoes"
phenomena can be achieved. In spin systems the
same kind of equations for the spin precession as
those in solid He appears also in uniaxial antifer-
romagnets. In ferrimagnetic materials' a series of
multiple echoes is also expected to follow a two-pulse
sequence. Let us mention the distinction between

'

two kinds of nonlinearity:
(i) The strong nonlinearity which is active during

the pulse and ~hose effect depends strongly on the
strength of the pulse. This is the case in the uniaxial
antiferromagnet considered in Ref. 9.

(ii) The weak nonlinearity which acts over the iong
time between the pulses as is the case in solid 3He.
However, in most of these systems strong physical
simplifications are necessary to carry out the calcula-
tion in detail, whereas for solid 3He the expression
for the nonlinear terms is well established. Thus, for
solid 3He detailed and exact calculations can be made
for certain easily fulfilled experimental conditions,
from which we can deduce microscopic parameters
like T2, the spin-diffusion coefficient D, and the ab-
solute value of the magnetic susceptibility X.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we
give the physical ideas governing the creation of mul-

tiple echoes in pulse experiments and we show that
the relation between the magnetization and the
demagnetizing field, which is in general nonlocal, be-
comes a simple local relation in our experimental
conditions. %e then give an exact solution of the
problem in the case where the spin diffusion is negli-
gible, leading to an analytic expression for the ampli-
tude of all the echoes following a two-pulse sequence.
Taking into account the diffusion, we then show that
the problem can only be solved completely by calcu-
lating the evolution of the spatial Fourier com-
ponents of the magnetization with a computer, the
precision obtained for the echo amplitudes being lim-
ited only by the computing time.

In Sec. III, we test the validity of the theory by
comparison with our experimental results and in par-
ticular we show how the parameters X, T2, and D are
obtained from fitting the experimental curves to the
theoretical predictions. Let us mention that the
agreement between theory and experiments at low
temperature, which was already quite satisfactory
neglecting the diffusion effects, as reported in Ref. 2,
is significantly improved when these effects are in-
cluded. " In conclusion, we claim that the study of
multiple echoes, in solid He in particular, but also in
other systems, provides a new method for the meas-
urement of the diffusion coefficient, the transverse
relaxation time, and especially the absolute value of
the nuclear magnetization without knowing the total
number of spins in the sample; to our knowledge,
this last determination cannot be achieved with any,

other method.

II. GENERAL THEORY

A. Physical hypothesis of the model

%e study the response of solid 3He after two
radio-frequency pulses of angles 0,~ and n2 occurring
at times 0 and ~. The volution of the magnetization
is governed by the nuclear-spin Hamiltonian

+ex ++D

where3gz = ykHS, is the Zeeman Harniltonian, ,
„

is
the exchange Hamiltonian, and

3[S, (r; —rj)1[S, (r; —r~)]

is the dipole-dipole Hamiltonian.
The 3Q,„Hamiltonian has been taken for a long

time as an Heisenberg Hamiltonian with a two spin
interaction. The experimental behavior of solid He
at temperatures below 5 mK shows that a more com-
plex Hamiltonian must be considered. ' 'Different
models have been proposed: four-spin interac-
tion, ' "zero-point vacancies, ' or large spin-phonon
coupling. ' ' Nevertheless, the exact nature of 3C,

„
is

not of great importance for the present problem and
could even be that of a classical liquid. The unique
property used is the motional narrowing of the NMR
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Q(,)
3[Q(r') (r —r')](r —r')

where M(r) is the local magnetization at r. The
NMR frequency being a function of the distribution
of the magnetization M(r ) over the whole sample,
this gives nonlinear terms in the precession equations
for M(r), which are the physical origin of the multi-

ple echoes.
We can describe the effect of exchange and dipolar

interactions on a microscopic range by effective equa-
tions which are the Bloch equations used in the
high-terriperature paramagnetic phase, i.e., with a
transverse and longitudinaI relaxation times T2 and

TI and a diffusion coefficient D

+Lie'Q(r) .
T2

(3)

line (3'„„»3'.o) so that the transverse relaxation
time T2 is much larger than that observed in the ab-
sence of any motion. " This property can be ex-
pressed by T2+o'2)'~ )) 1 if we note by o'2) the
second moment of the NMR line where~' stands
for the secular part ofg.

This motional narrowing comes from the fact that
the motiori of the spin on an atomic scale, due to the
exchange interaction' is about 10' times larger than
the dipolar interaction on the same atomic scale.
Nevertheless, because +~ is a long-range interaction
and BC,„ashort-range one, the fluctuations. of the re-
lative orientations of two spins due to, „become
slower and slower as thc distance r between these two
spins increases, so that, for I larger than a critical
value r, the fluctuations due to 3'.„become smaller
than that due to the dipolar energy 3C~. Thus the
long-range effect of thc dipolar interaction is not
changed by the exchange motional narrowing and
consequently this long-range part of 3C~ is described
by the macroscopic model of a local demagnetizing
field

pansion is a valid approximation. The long-range
demagnetizing field, proportional to M, is used here
to first order in ygHS, /ka T and thus, in order to be
consistent, we need to include into the microscopic
effective equations the terms of order 1 in &,„/kaT
and yfHS, /kaT. Apart from changes in Tt and T2,
the most important effect of these terms is to change
slightly the NMR frequency as function of the orien-
tation of the magnetization with respect to crystal
axis and external magnetic field. These terms con-
tain ~ to first order; thus in bcc 3He their anisotro-
pic.effect is zero because a second-order tensor such
as q is isotropic in a cubic symmetry. Thus, in our
experimental situation in bcc He, the nonlinear an-
isotropic effect comes only from the local demagnet-
izing field. On the contrary, this is no longer true in

hcp crystals where the NMR frequency is expected to
be a function of the magnetization 'orientation with

respect to the crystal axis; this change is estimated to
be of the same order of magnitude as that produced

by the long-range demagnetizing field. Consequent-

ly, although multiple echoes are also expected in hcp

crystals, their quantitative behavior is not described

by the theory. presented in this paper.
We remark that at very low temperature, i.e., near

or even below the spin ordering temperature, the in-

trinsic dipolar anisotropy on the microscopic scale can

be larger than the demagnetizing effect in low field,
especially in the hcp phase. In the spin ordered He

bcc phase, the microscopic anisotropy energy,
' of or-

der 1('o2/3', ,„,can be easily made smaller than the
long-range demagnetiiing energy Ão(y hHS, /JC„)
when H » Hq, i.e., H » 10 G. Thus the assump-

tions of our theory of multiple echoes in bcc 3He still

hold below the ordering transition temperature

(T, —1 mK) as soon as H » 10 G. This remark

proves that this theory can be used near the ordering
temperature of bcc He to measure the magnetic sus-

ceptibility of the solid, as explained in Sec. III.
Due to the nonlocal nature of Hq(r), Eq. (3) is

very difficult to solve in general. Nevertheless, it can

bc significantly simplified if one can suppress the ef-
fect of the sample shape on the demagnetization dis-

tribution; this can be achieved by applying a strong
uniform external field gradient G along the direction
of a unit vector s. Let us specify this important con-
dition for the-field gradient: at time t =0, after the
first rf pulse of angle o.I, the magnetization is uni-

form over the sample and thus the demagnetizing
field Hq(r) is a function of both r and the shape of
the sample. At t )0, the magnetization has evolved
following Eq. (3); if t (( Tt and T2, the main term

of the right-hand side of Eq. (3) is

ln this equation, the field H(r) is taken parallel to z

and Mo is the equilibrium magnetization. We note

that this model describes the behavior of ogr system

to zero order in X/ka T when high-temperature ex-

yM(r) [H(r) +Hg(r)]

=yQ(r) [Ha+6(s r)s+Hq(r)]
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Under the action of H(r) alone, the magnetization
forms a spatial helix along the direction s with a pitch
2m/yGt decreasing with time. The free precession
time r, =2rr/y GI is defined as the time at which the
pitch of the helix is equal to the characteristic size I
of the sample. During times of order t„the distribu-
tion of Hq(r) is very complex, due to the spatial dis-
tribution of the magnetization. Thus we make the
important assumption that Hz -4m Mp is small
enough not to disturb the formation of the helix by
the gradient G or, equivalently, that Hq is negligible
with respect to the magnetic field variation over the
size I of the sample, i.e., GI && Hg 47rMp or

4mMp « 1 .1

over the pitch is much larger than the experimental
time t, i.e., tD —[D(yGt) 3] ~ && t or, as t is of the
order of T2

Dy2G2y'3 (( ) (6)

The conditions (4) and (6) are not independent. Ac-
tually, the field gradients required to satisfy Eq. (4)
often result in violation of condition (6). Thus in a .

second step, we present complete calculations includ-
ing the diffusion effects; these are more complex
than without diffusion and require numerical calcula-
tions; however they are much simpler than the calcu-
lations needed in the case of an unfulfilled condition
(4) for which the very complicated results depend on
the shape of the sample.

With this condition, at times much larger than t„the
helical magnetization over the sample produces a
simple helical demagnetizing field as calculated in
Sec. II 8. The demagnetizing field effect (Hq of order
4mMa is independent of time) becomes larger than
the gradient effect when the magnetic field variation
over the helix pitch (2vr/yGt) G is smaller than Hq,
i.e., at times larger than t, defined by

2~ 1
tg

y Hg 2yMp

Thus, the demagnetizing field Hq is expected to have
an important effect at times t & t, which must occur
before the relaxation effects appearing in Eq. (3)
reduce strongly the local transverse magnetization.
Therefor T2 & t„or

8. Relation between magnetization
and demagnetizing field

I

Equation (2) relates the magnetization M(r) and
the demagnetizing field Hq(r). As Ho » Hz, we
can neglect the demagnetizing field components at
frequencies Qp = y Hp ~& y H& —y4mMp, this is done
by taking only into account the secular part of AD

which is invariant with respect to a rotation around
Hp. ' We get the usual expression of the dipolar field

2

( r ) ~f d3r r I —3 cos 8«

2( r -r'['
x [3M, (r')z —M(r')]

y4eMp T2 & 2m (Sa)

is the condition for observing large multiple echoes.
Actually, multiple echoes can be experimentally ob-
served as soon as

y4mMpT2 ) 1 (Sb)

It is worth noting that conditions (4) and (Sa) are
independent. Following Eq. (Sa), large multiple
echoes can appear even if the condition (4) is not
fulfilled. But in this case, the structure of the echo
pattern is a very complex function of the shape of the
sample so that the condition (4) is necessary in order
to obtain well defined and useful results. ' Let us re-
mark that the condition (4) can be always fulfilled by
increasing the magnetic field gradient. A short
analysis of the experimental results obtained when
the condition (4) is not satisfied together with the ex-
planation for the apparent very fast longitudinal re-
laxation of M, then observed at short times, are
given in Sec. III D.

In a first step, we derive simple analytical results
neglecting the diffusion (D ='0). This can be seen as
follows: we suppose that the spatial helix pitch
remains large enough so that the diffusion time ta

where z is the unit vector parallel to Hp and 8„is the
angle between (r —r ') and z.

This nonlocal relation becomes simpler and local
after a Fourier transformation of Hq(r) and M(r)

Hq(k) = J d r e'"'Hq(r)

M(k) = J d r e'""M(r)

%'e And

H (k) = —(4m) —[I —3(k z)']

x [M(k) —3M, (k)z] =C-„M(k)

~here k = k/( k (.
We note that the tens6r C-„isa function of the

orientation of vector k and not of
~

k ~. Thus, if the
magnetization M(r ) is a function only of the one-
dimensional variation s. r =s, i.e., if it has nonzero
Fourier components only for k parallel to s, we have
again, in the real space, a simple local relation
between Hq(r) and M(r) instead of the complex re-
lation (7)

Hq(r) = C- M(r) =Hq(s)
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Furthermore, we see that if at some time tp, M(r) is

one dimensional (which means that it is a function
only of s =s r), the evolution equation (3) shows

that it remains one dimensional at later times t ) tp,

as only the one variable terms M(s) and Bz M(s)/Iis'
appear in this equation. Now, we saw in Sec. II A

that at times t ) t, =2m/yGI, the magnetization
M(r ) in the sample is a helix along the direction s

and so is a one-dimensional function of s. Thus at
later times, although M(r ) is no longer a simple
helix under the action of Hq(s), it remains a function
of s only, so that the relation (9) can be used exactly
in Eq. (3). To do that is equivalent to neglecting
edge effects of the sample: this is a very good ap-
proximation in as much as condition (4) is fulfilled.
Thus, later on we shall take M(s) = M(s) to be a

function of the one-dimensional variable s.
The relation (9) can be rewritten

Hq(s) =~C M(s) =PM, (s)z —
3 PM(s)

with

50 = yPM, (s) (10)
/

as the transverse component of Hq(s), parallel to
Q(s), does not affect the precession of M(s). Thus
the apparent effect of Hq(r) is identical to a change
in the local external field. If M(r) were not one di-

mensional, the precession of M(r) around Hq(r)
would give not only a change in the precession fre-
quency but also a change of M, (r) with time, an ef-
fect which is discussed in Sec. III D.

P=2m[3(s z) —I]

This means that Hq(s) produces only a change in the
NMR precession frequency

C Theory of multiple echoes
neglecting diffusion

dM,
(M, —Mp)

dt Ti

dM+ =; y(e, +Gs) M++tyPM, M+ M+-.
dt T2

The solutions of these equations for t ( 7 are
—t/Ti

M, (t) =Mp[1+(cosnt —1)e ']

i y(Gs+Hp) t
M+(t) = i Mp sinnte—

—t/T2x e zexp i py M, (t) dt
p

(12)

The last term in the M+(t) expression shows that the
phase of the local magnetization is changed propor-
tionally to the time integral of the longitudinal mag-
netization M, . Just before the second pulse, at time
~, the magnetization has a helical distribution over
the sample given by

Just after the application of a rf pulse of angle o.i at
time 0, we have the following equations:

M, (0+) =
Mp cosset,

M +—(0+) =+iMpsinut = M„+i'
After the pulse, M, remains spatially uniform and
there is no particular effect of the demagnetizing field
during times between 0 and v, except for a negligible
change of the free precession frequency
SA = yPM, (0+), which can be included in the exter-
nal field. The truncated Eq. (3) (D =0) gives

—r/Ti
M, (r ) = Mp[1 + (cosnt —I) e ']

i yHpT (kpS T/T2 —r/TiM+(r ) = iMp sinute— e e exp (i /3Mpy[r —Tt(e —I) (cosnt —I)][
(13)

where we have introduced the wave number
kp = yG7.

The second rf pulse at time 7 rotates the magneti-
zation by an angle n2 around the radio-frequency
field Ht, so that the ]telical structure is converted into
a sinusoidal modulation of the magnetization along
the gradient direction s. Just after the second pulse,
we have

M (& ) = M (& ) cosctz+ sincxz
M+(.-) —M-(.-)

2(

M (7 ) = iM, (7 ) sinuz+ — (I +cosaz)
M+(r )

2

+ —,
' [M (r )](I —cosuz)

This can be written in a compact form emphasizing
the spatial variations

M, (r+) = [A + B sin(Qpr+kps +@p)]Mp
Ik —'k (I4)

M+(r+) =(C —D+e +D e )Mp
with

—~/T2
A =cosa, [1+(cosnt —I) e ]

—r/T2
B = sinai sina2e

—v/Ti
$p = yPMp[r —(cosa& —I) &t(e —1)1

C =—(Atg 0(2

I T/T
D = i (1 + cosuz) sinn—-te e

2.
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The demagnetizing field corresponding to M, (r+)
generates a spatially sinusoidally modulated Larmor
frequency which acts on the transverse M+ helix as it
did before the second pulse so that the expression of

M+(t) in Eq. (12) remains valid if we use the correct
initial values and time evolution, i.e., M+(7+) replac-

ing Mo and 7 being the initial time instead of 0. We
find

M+(t) =M+(r+)e e exp iyPMO (t —r)—
t

1 'I

M, (r+) —1 -t~-,&tr,

0

Making explicit only the gradient dependent terms of this equation, we obtain

+ ikos —ikos, ikos((t/r)-I] i5(t) sin(kos+@0)

with

—(t/T2) (1 )/T&8(t) = 8, = yPMa sinnt sinnz Tte (1 —e ') —f/T2 —(j—v)/TI
E =Mac 2expiyPMO[t+ Tt(e ' —1)(1 —A)]

As for conventional NMR echoes, we experimentally measure the uniform part of the magnetization M (t), i.e. ,
the spatial Fourier component k =0.

Using the Bessel-function expansion

' = XJ„(8)exp [in (kos + @0)]

we can obtain the different Fourier components of M+(t).
At time t =ps with integer p «2, the amplitude of the echoes is given by the Fourier component of k =0, i.e. ,

a combination of Bessel functions with n =1 —p, n =1 —p +1, and n =1 —p —1

which gives
t 1 t

-(pv/T2) 1 +coso,'2
r A~r = Mae sinnt Jz(8~,) +sinot Jp 2(8pp)p

-(v/TI) (r/T2)+i sinn2[1+(cosut —1)e ' ]e Jt, t(8~,)

With two 90' pulses (nt = uz =90') the expression simplifies, by virtue of

to

(16)

The amplitude of a given echo at time ps oscillates
like

r J~ t(8„)r with perfectly well defined zeroes
which are damped for values of al or n2 different
from 90'. If there is no demagnetizing field, i.e., if
PMa =0, we find the usual single echo at t =2r As.
PMa increases, multiple echoes appear; for small
values of PMa, their amplitudes are given by expan-

sion of the Bessel functions

r—(p r/T2) . 1 cos El2
P =e 2 sinn~

2

l p

for p «3Sp, 1

2 (p -2)!
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The characteristic parameter which governs the echo
pattern is b = yPMpTz', the multiple echoes become
easily detectable as soon as 6 ~1. For two 90' rf
pulses, the echo amplitudes exhibit zero values when
b is greater than 11 (the exact b value is a function of
the ratio Tt/Tz) as can be seen from the expression
(15) giving the argument 5(t) of the Bessel func-
tions: if T1 and T2 are very short, as t increases this
argument remains smaller than the value correspond-
ing to the first zero of the Bessel function.

In order to satisfy the important condition (4), it is
often necessary to use a large field gradient and con-
sequently the diffusion effect can no longer be
neglected. It is for this reason that we shall now
calculate the multiple echo amplitudes when taking
into account self-diffusion.

D. Theory of multiple echoes
in presence of diffusion

We make a spatial Fourier analysis of M, and M+

M„=J)M(s)e'" ds

which gives for M,

dM, k

dt

'I

+Dk2 Mzk
1

so that each Fourier component of M+ relaxes with
an apparent relaxation time

T1'k- ' = T1 ' + Dk

On the other hand, the transverse component M+
equation remains complicated because the demagnet-
izing field product PM, (s) M+(s) becomes a convolu-
tion integral after Fourier transformation. However,
before the second pulse (0 ~ t ( r), M, (s) is spatial-
ly uniform so that the equations of evolution of M,
and M+, nonaffected by the demagnetizing field, are
the same as usual ' with only the classical diffusion
effect for M+. At time ~ we obtain

The diffusion term of Eq. (3), DB M/Bs, damps
the spatial variation of M so that an analytical expres-
sion of multiple-echo amplitudes cannot be obtained.
A perturbation theory becomes rapidly invalid as the
parameter d = D y 6 t3, which measures the strength
of the diffusion effect, is larger than 0.1, especially
near &he minima of the echoes. A numerical calcula-
tion is then necessary.

Let us recall that the essential assumption prescrib-
ing that M(r) is only function of the one-
dimensional variable s remains valid even in the pres-
ence of diffusion. The equations to be solved are

dM,
(M, -M,)+De M, ,

dt T1

dM+ =i y(Hp+ Gs) M+ — M+
dt

" ' '
T2

+i yPM, M++ D VzM+

M, (r ) =Mp[1+(cosat —1)e j
-~/T1

T/T2 i4'0 l'(VHOT+kos)M+(r ) =—iMpsinate ze e

with

T» 1=T 1+10
3

Thus, formula (14) of Sec. II C giving M(r+) after
the second pulse remains valid if we replace T2 by
T2' in order to take into account the diffusion at
times before r+ We need .now to solve Eq. (17) for
times greater than v+. As noted above, we take into
account the diffusion for each Fourier component of
M, (t) by replacing Tt by T,„.For M+(t), this sim-
ple procedure is not possible as, under the action of
the field gradient, the k values change linearly with
time, It is convenient, before Fourier transforma-
tion, to make the substitution

ik s(t/r —1)
M+(s) =S+(s)e'" ' ' '1 =S+(s)e

which gives
'I

—= tp(s)S+(s) +D +2i yG(t ) —yzG (t —r) S+(s)

with

tp(s) = y(Hp+ PM, ) +i /T, .

Then, after Fourier transform of S+(s) and cu(s)

Sk = S s e dS, (dk = GJ 5 e cS

we obtain

dSk+
2 +

dt
=

J i tp» S»» dkt —D[k + yG(t —'7)] S»

(I g)
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At t = r [initial time for Eq. (19)],we have only three nonzero Fourier components for k =0 and k =+kp [see
Eq. (14)]. Thus in Eq. (19), we have only nonzero components for k multiple of kp'. k =pkp, p integer (0, or
~0. The expressions of the three Fourier components of co(s) for every time t ~ r are

—(t-r)/71 —f/T2
pip = yHp + + ypMp[1 + (cosn2 —1)e ' +cosn2(cosnt —1)e 1

T2

—T/ T2 1kp
cok =—

2 (yPMp) sinntsinn2e
'

e = Cd

In the same way, the three Fourier components of
S„(7+)are

Sp+ (r+) =—iMpsinnz[l + (cosnt —1)e 2]

+ —v/T2S+k (r ) =+iMp sinnt (1 + cosn2) e

with

dUk(t), '~k, ~k'
(t) Ukt(t) e

dt
1

(20)

k —k1 = +kp and k1 =pkp

Starting from the initial conditions cok(r+) and
U„(r+),we have calculated on a computer the com-
ponents Uk as a function of time, using a Runge-
Kutta integration method. The stability of the solu-
tion has been satisfactorily tested by varying the
width of the integration time step and the number of
the Fourier components (of the order of 60). We
made a further precise test by calculating with this
method the echo amplitudes when D =0 and we
found again, with a good accuracy, the values ob-
tained using the analytical Bessel functions solutions.
The amplitude of the echo of order (p —1) at time
pr is given by the component of Mk(p r) at k =0,
i.e., by St n„(pr) The results of t.his calculation

p
are postponed to Sec. III in order to compare them
directly with the experimental results.

Without demagnetizing field effects, Eq. (19) reduces
to the usual simple equation including the diffusion
(cuk = cupgk ) in which each component evolves in-

1 1,P

dependently of the others. In order to suppress this
trivial evolution, we make the transformation

S+(t) = U„(t)e'ft'~e' ""
with

pt
,f(t) = Jl ~p(t") dt',

pk(t) = DJ [k+yG—(t' —7)]'dt'

The equation of motion for Uk(t) is

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

%e already mentioned that solid 3He was a good
candidate for the study of multiple echoes, owing to
the following interesting properties: large gyromag-
netic ratio y giving a large dipolar magnetic field,
large transverse relaxation time T2 due to the "mo-
tiorial narrowing of the line" and hence large value of
the coefficient b = yPMpTz which mainly governs the
behavior of the echoes, facility of varying the molar
volume and hence T2, and the diffusion coefficient
D. Furthermore, this solid can be studied over a
very large temperature range as illustrated by the two
sets of experiments analyzed in this paper; one set
performed at temperatures between 750 and 300 mK
we call the "high-temperature" experiments and the
other performed between 20 and 1 mK, we call the
"low-temperature" experiments.

A. Experimental situation

1. Low-temperature experiments

In the low-temperature and low-field experiments
(19 & H«77 G) the solid 3He sample was formed
in a Pomcranchuk cell and consequently was in con-
tact with liquid 3He along the melting curve at a
molar volume of about 24.25 cm3. Both the main
magnetic field Hp and the gradient G were produced
by the same large dimension Helmoltz coil pair and
hence both Hp and G were uniform over the whole
sample. With these conditions, reproducible
multiple-echo patterns were easily obtained.

2. High-temperature experiments

On the other hand, some experimental difficulties
were encountered in '.he high-temperature experi-
ments, which will be described below. We made this
set of experiments in order to test the validity of the
theory in a region ~here the magnetic properties of
'He are well known, without low-temperature (or
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pretransitional) effects. In the half degree tempera-
ture range, where we needed a high magnetic field,
we used HO=9250 6 produced by a conventiona19
in. ovarian electromagnet. This rather high value of
Ho had some important consequences:

(i) With such a field, the intrinsic inhomogeneity
of the magnet is of the order of 0.2 6 cm ', thus in

order to obtain a rather well defined linear field gra-
dient, the applied external field gradient must be

' larger than 1 6 cm '. %e produced it by a set of two

coils in Maxwell positions attached to the external
bottom end of the cryostat and we controlled its am-

plitude by varying the current in the coils.
(ii) In such large gradients, the rf field Ht is not

much greater than the static field variation h, H = GI
along the length I of the sample; thus the rotation an-

gle n of the magnetization due to the rf pulse is not
homogeneous in the whole sample. For instance
with Ht =13 6, I =0.6 cm, and G =7 6 cm ', the
maximal dispersion of o. during a rf pulse is of the
order of —am [this means that a —m pulse is actually

1 i

seen as a pulse ranging from
2a (97r) to 20 (1lrr), ac-t i

cording to the location of the spin in the sample].
Fortunately, this dispersion of tipping angle has only
a small effect on the amplitudes of the minima of the
echoes and has no effect —to first order —on their po-
sitions, as we verified by computing the echoes am-

plitudes with various pulse angles.

(iii) Vibrations of the sample in a field gradient
generate field fluctuations which may modify strongly
the echo pattern if the fluctuations amplitudes are
equal or larger than the sample magnetization. With
HO=9250 G and T =500 rnK, the internal field is of
the order of 5 mG, corresponding to a vibration am-
plitude of 10 cm in a 5 6 cm ' field gradient.
Thus, the high-pressure sample cell must be tightly
connected to the other parts of the cryostat. In our
experiment, this mechanical brace leads to some
thermal loss which accounts for the poor minimal
temperature (T;„=315mK) obtained for our one-
shot 3He refrigerator.

(iv) Both theoretical calculations23 and experimen-
tal data 4 show an increasing anisotropy of the
transverse and longitudinal relaxation times T2 and
Ti with increasing external magnetic field Ho. In the
38,6 6 average magnetic field used in the low-

temperature experiments and with a 24.25 cm3 molar
volume samples, Ti and T2 are isotropic, owing to
the large ratio 0,/Qa of the exchange frequency of
the solid 0, to the experimental Larmor frequency
00. On the other hand, the anisotropic effect is ex-
pected to be large in a 9250 6 magnetic field. Con-
sequently, in samples made of several monocrystals
randomly oriented, as they are produced by the
"blocked capillary" growing method, very compli-
cated echo patterns are expected inasmuch as the
evolution equations for M [see Eq. (17)] which
depend on Ti and T2, are different for each mono-
crystal. For this reason, we must use a constant
pressure growing method which is known to produce
rather good monocrystalline samples. 2 Our con-
stant pressure cell together with the refrigerators are
shown on Fig. 1. During the solidification, the bot-
tom of the cell is cooled with a cold copper finger
thermally linked to a pumped 3He refrigerator while
the blocking of the capillary is prevented by maintain-
ing its temperature slightly above the melting tem-
perature by thermal contact with another pumped
He refrigerator, The capillary then allows liquid He

to flow freely so that the solid grows at constant pres-
sure with a well defined solid-liquid interface. %e
did not perform a systematic study of the quality of
our crystals and thus we cannot be sure that we al-
ways obtained good single crystals. Nevertheless, the
rather well pronounced minima of the experimental
echo amplitudes may be a good indication that our
samples were monocrystalline.

FIG. 1. Schensatic view of the cell and of' the two He
refrigerators. Ri and R2 are carbon resistors thermometers.
The blocking of' the He capillary is prevented by maintain-
ing its temperature slightly above the melting temperature
by thermal contact with the second pumped He refrigerator.
The bottom of the cell is cooled dowp by the cold t'inger in
thermal contact with the first 3He ret'rigerator.

B. Analysis of the high-temperature data

Among the large number of data that we obtained,
we report in this section two sets of representative
results: (i) With a given sample placed in a fixed field
gradient, we report the multiple echoes measured at
four temperatures between 750 and 315 mK with the
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corresponding calculated amplitudes, and (ii) At fixed
temperature, multiple echoes are measured in a sam-

ple placed in three different field gradients, em-
phasizing the diffusion effect.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) represent typical multiple-
echo patterns following sequences of two 90' pulses
with different spacing times v. It is ~orth noting that
more than 30 echoes can be detected and that the
echo amplitudes behavior can be strongly nonmono-
tonic, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The set of Figs. 3—6

'shows:
(a) [Figs. 3(a) to 6(a)), the amplitude of the four

echoes appearing at times 27, 31., 41-, 51., measured at

four temperatures, and obtained with the same sam-
ple (molar volume =23 cm3) placed in the same field
gradient 6 =3 0 cm '. The amplitudes are normal-
ized with the height of the free precession signal fol-
lowing a 90' pulse after complete recovery.

(b) [Figs. 3(b) to 6(b) j, the calculated amplitudes
obtained as explained in Sec. II D when taking into
account the diffusion. T~ is experimentally obtained
through the recovery of the free precession signal
after the second 90' pulse. T2, D, and b = yPMOT2
are introduced as parameters in the computer calcula-
tion. For each temperature, T2 is used as time unit
in the time scale of all the figures (a) and (b).

The resulting values of T~, T2, D, and b are col-
lected in Table I. We also calculated the ratio of the

90 90 T=9.5ms, 20ms/div.

AIA,

) T=740rnK )

(a)

, g
'

r l (' ) g i
"'egg'~I~~ggrg~g'p@g ~ ' 'g~'t g"gte'ap"'lg" i

g' t '''g

ll
I

90 90
T=15.7ms, 50ms/div.

0.5
I

1.5 Tl T2 2

A/Ao

10 1

T1
- 545ms

~ T~ = 146 ms (b)
~

Dy 6 T2 =0.53
b =y4XM, T& -9.9

10 2

10 3—

FIG. 2. Photographs of typical multiple echo patterns ob-
tained for two values of the time interval 1. between the 90'
radio-frequency pulses. The temperature was T =320 mfa',
the magnetic field was HO=9250 G and the molar volume
was V~ =23.6 cm . At 7 =9.5 msec, there is no minimum
amplitude for any echo. At T =15.7 msec, the echoes 4 and
12 reach their first and second minimal amplitude, respec-
tively, so,that the behavior of the whole pattern is strongly
nonmonotonic. Owing to the strong field gradient, the free
precession following the two pulses are narrow, thus the
recovery time of the receiver prevents the observation of
their early decay. Consequently, the observed free preces-
sion appearing in these photographs are not scaled with the
echoes. Compared with Fig. 2(a), the gain is multiplied by 7
in Fig. 2(b).

0,5
l

1.5 aT2

FIG. 3. Experimental (a) and calculated (b) amplitudes of
some multiple echoes. The measurements were made at
740 mK with a sample of molar volume V~ =23 cm placed
in a magnetic field HO=9250 G (Op/2m=300 MHz) and in

a field gradient 6 =3 G cm . In this figure as in the Figs.
4, 5, and 6, for the sake of clarity only four or five echoes
are reported'though more than 40 echoes could be ob-
served. For every experimental figure the continuous lines
drawn through the data are only given as interpolation lines.
The amplitude calculations were made as explained in the
text, taking into account both the demagnetizing field effect
and the diffusion effect.
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T= 500mK
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10 3—
Approxirnote noise leveL

0.5
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-1
1P

'T~ =525ms

T2 =145 ms

G T2=D53
4x MOT2 =14.7

O

10

0 0.5 1.5

FIG. 4. Experimental (a) and calculated (b) amplitudes ot' some multiple echoes o
described in Fig. 3 excepted th te en&perature which was T =500 mK.

mu ip e ec oes obtained under the same conditions as those
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FIG. 5.. Experimental (a) and calculated (b) amplitudes of some multiple echoes obtained under the same conditions as those
described in Fig. 3, excepted the temperature which was T =406 mK.
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FIG. 6. Experimental (a) and calculated (b) amplitudes of some multiple echoes obtained under the same conditions as those
described in Fig. 3, excepted the temperature which was T =315 mK. As an example we have reported on (b) the expected

1
ansplitude of the first echo when neither demagnetizing field nor diffusion occurs, i.e. , 3/Ao= —exp( —2T/T2). This coniparison

emphasizes the amplification of the first echo due to the demagnetizing field, which appears here in the time interval

1,3T2 & r & 2.2T2.
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TABLE I. Longitudinal and transverse relaxation times T& and T2, diffusion coefficient D, and

magnetic susceptibility X of a given sample, as determined by the analysis of the data reported in

Figs. 3—6. The calculated magnetic susceptibility was obtained using X„«=[Nl(I +1)y t /3k&T],
where N is the number of spins per unit volume. The experimental susceptibility was obtained us-

ing a demagnetizing coefficient P equal to 4n. The variations of the parameter b proportional to

the magnetization Mp govern the variations of the echo pattern with the temperature.

(mK) (m sec) (m sec)

He Vm =23 cm

b =y4mMpT2

measured

calculated

(10 8 crn2 sec ')

740

500

406

315

545

525

512

535

146

145

146

142

9.9
14.7

17.9

22.7

0.97

0.98

0.96

0.98

4.6

4.7

4.7

5.2

theoretical value of the magnetic susceptibility

y = [gi (I + 1)y f /3 ka T]

where N is the number of spins per unit volume,

4I/l
Ol
O

X

11T (K-")

Flt.i. 7. Magnetic susceptibility X solid He, V~ =23 cm

deduced from multiple echo experiments, using the demag-

netizing coef't'icient P =4m. The calculated values ot' X are

shown for comparison.

with the experimental susceptibility deduced from
b = yPMpT2 using the limiting value P = 4m. The
use of P =4rr is justified in this case because the size
of the sample grains was always much greater than
the pitch of the helix magnetization and hence could
be considered as infinite when calculating the demag-
netizing field. %e note also the satisfactory Curie
law behavior of the experimental susceptibility re-
ported in Fig. 7.

The same kind of comparison between the experi-
mental data and the corresponding theoretical calcula-
tions is presented in Figs. 8—10 for a sample of solid
He maintained at fixed temperature T =402 mK and

placed in three different field gradients. These
results demonstrate the crucial enhancement of the
diffusion effect when the gradient increases. The de-
duced values of the diffusion coefficient D, as report-
ed in Table II, are in agreement with earlier pub-
lished data. " %e note again that the measured sus-
ceptibility deduced from the fit using p =47r is equal
to that calculated to less than 1%. The surprisingly
small difference between the relaxation times of the
two different molar volume samples considered here,
V = 23 cm and V = 23.6 cm, may be accounted
for by the anisotropy effect, expected in these single
crystals; however more precise and independent
measurements of Tq are necessary to be more confi-
dent of this point.
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Vm --23.6 cm&

T =402mK
6 = 1.95 gauss cm-1

0 0.5 1.0

T/T2

1.5 2.0

T1 =510ms
T2 =151 ms

18.8

0
I

0.5
I

1.0 1.5 2.0

FIG. 8. Experimental (a) and calculated (b) amplitudes of the multiple echoes for a given sample (V~ =23.6 cm ) at T =402
mK, Hp =9250 Q (Op/2n =30 MHz), when the applie(i field gradient is 6 =1.95 0 cm
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AlAD
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02 mK
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0
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0.5 1.0 1.5

Tl T2

A/Ao (b)-T1 =500 ms

T2 =151ms

0 262T3"-1.72

p = $ 4 a M pT2 =18.8

-2
1

0.5 1.5 2.0

FIG. 9. Multiple echoes f'or the sample of Fig. 8 when the applied t'ield gradient is G =3.8 G cm, (a) and (b) give the ex-
perimental and calculated. amplitudes, respectively.
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FIG. 10. Multiple echoes for the sample of Fig. 8 when the applied field gradient is G =7.3 G cm . {a) and |,b) give the ex-
perimental and calculated amplitudes, respectively.
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TABLE 11, Longitudinal and transverse relaxation times Tl and T2, magnetic susceptibility X,
and diffusion coefficient D as determined by the analysis of the multiple-echo data reported in Figs.
8—10, for a given sample placed in three different field gradients. The determination of the calcu-
lated and measured magnetic susceptibilities was made as explained in Table 1. As expected, the
three experiments measure the same magnetization Mp.

He, m =23.6 cm

(mK) (G cm ')
T2

(msec) (m sec) b = y47rMpT2

measured

Xcalculated
(10-8 cm2 sec

—1)

402
402
402

1.95
3.8
7.3

510
500
495

151
151
151

18.8
18.8
18.8

0.99
0.99
0.99

7.6
8,2
8.3

C. Analysis of the low-temperature data

We made the same kind of analysis as presented
above, determining T2, D, and Mp by adjusting these
parameters in the theoretical calculation of the echo
amplitudes. Figures 11(a) and I I(b) are an example
of the comparison between the data and the calculat-
ed curves. T2 was found to be constant and equal to
Tt =250 ms for all temperatures between 20.5 and
1.07 mK. As for the high-temperature experiments,
we determined the magnetic susceptibility X using

P 4rr =The .values of T2, D, and X are reported in

Table III. The enhancement of the susceptibility
when the temperature approaches the ordering tem-
perature agrees with other published data p ' and we

show in Fig. 12 the comparison between our X values
and the Prewitt-Goodkind values ' obtained by

SQUID measurements. The diffusion coefficient D
was found to be constant within less than 10% in the
whole temperature range considered. This surprising
result has already been reported elsewhere" and
compared with the predictions of the various theories
for solid He. In this paper devoted to the explana-
tion of the multiple echoes, we only want to point

TABLE III. Longitudinal and transverse relaxation times T& and T2, magnetic susceptibility X,

and diffusion coefficient D as determined by the analysis of the multiple-echo data obtained at low

temperature with a sample formed in a Pomeranchuk cell. The absolute value of D is not accurate,
owing to the lack of precise knowledge of the experimental field gradient; nevertheless D is con-
stant to better than 10% in the temperature interval 20.5—1,07 mK. The magnetization Mp varies

by a factor 10 in the same interval. The experimental magnetic susceptibility was obtained using a

demagnetizing coefficient P equal to 4m while the calculated magnetic susceptibility was obtained
using X,alc=NI(1+1)y 0 /3k~T, where N is the number of spins per unit volume. The ratio

X~~«,d/X~1«la„d emphasizes the increase of susceptibility in the paramagnetic phase when ap-

proaching the spin ordering temperature.

(mK)

T1 T2

{msec)

He, V —24.25 cm3 (melting curve)
measured

b =y4mMpT2 with
Xcalculated
0=—2.6 mK (10 cm sec ')

20.5
10.5
4.45
2.54
1.47
1.07

250
250
250
250
250
250

2.25 + 0.25
4.05 + 0.3
9.0 + 0.5
13.3 + 0.8

20+1
23+1

1.01
1.04
1.24
1.33
1.59
1.65

—15
-15
-15
-15
-15
-15
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FIG. 11. (a): Experimental arjaplitudes of the multiple echoes for a sample cooled in a Pomeranchuk cell (&~ —24.25 cm )
at T =1.47 mK and at low field (HO=38.6G, f&0/2m =125 kHz). (b) gives the corresponding calculated amplitudes using the

theory exposed in Sec. 1I D.
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FIG. 12. Solid 31-Ie on the melting curve (& =24.25

cm ) in the vicinity of the spin ordering transition: the in-

verse susceptibility X and the diffusion coefficient D are
determined by the multiple echo analysis as explained in the
text. The figure is taken from Ref. 11; it compares our
(X ) result with the Curie-%'eiss behavior and with the
results of Prewitt and Goodkind (Ref. 31) obtained by

SQUID measurement. The spin diffusion coefficient D is

found to 6e constant even near the spin ordering transition.

out that taking the diffusion into account improves
significantly the agreement between theory and ex-
periment; this point is illustrated in Fig. 13 where we
compare the experimental amplitudes of the first
echo (lu) at T =1.47 mK and the corresponding cal-
culated amplitudes with and without diffusion (1P
and ly, respectively). When diffusion is taken into
account it is easier to obtain an agreement between
theory and experiment and hence, the susceptibility is
also determined more precisely. The straight line
gives the amplitude of the first echo in the absence
of demagnetizing field and diffusion (D = b =0); it
emphasizes the amplification due to the action of the
demagnetizing field, which appears clearly in this case
for 1 ( r/T2 ( 2.3.

We point out that the multiple echo method
determines the absolute value of the susceptibility as
it is sensitive to the magnetization M which is an in-
tensive quantity when usual methods measure the
magnetic moment of a sample, which is an extensive
quantity. Thus, in Fig. 12, we were not obliged to
normalize our low-temperature data with the extrapo-
lated high-temperature one as it is usually done when
the experiments yield only relative values of M.
Consequently, our X results are plotted on an abso-
lute scale while the Prewitt-Goodkind data are scaled
according to the absolute Curie-Weiss law with
0=—2.6 mK.

The results presented in this section show that the
multiple echo method can clearly provide interesting
physical results for 3He at very low temperature.

FIG. ) 3. Comparison of the analysis of the data when
taking into account the diffusion and when neglecting it.
The curve (10.) reproduces the experimental amplitude of
the first echo of Fig. 11(a). The curve (1P) gives the
corresponding calculated amplitude as it appears in Fig.
11(b) of this paper. The curve (1y) gives the calculated am-
plitude of the thirst echo when the diffusion effect is neglect-
ed, as it appeared in Fig. 2 ot' the Ret. 2. The experimental
conditions are: &~ = 24.25 cm, T = 1.47 m K, Ho = 38.6 6,
6 =0.8 6 cm . The straight line gives the expected ampli-
tude of the f'irst echo in the absence if demagnetizing field
(usual spin echo). As in Fig. 6(b), we note the amplification
due to the demagnetizing field in the time interval:

D. Discussion of the results

1. Results when the condition (4) prescribing

a strong linear field gradient

is not fulfilled

The comparison between theoretical and experi-
mental multiple echo behavior shows evidently that
the agreement is not always perfect. For instance the
initial decrease of the first echo (at short 7) is always

faster in the theoretical curve than in the experimen-
tal curve [see for example Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)]. At
larger v, the experimental decrease of high-order
echoes disagrees with the theory (see Pigs. 8(a) and
8(b), for example]. We believe that these discrepan-
cies are mainly due to the fact that the fie1d gradient
was not perfectly unifor~ over the sample and that
consequently the behavior of the magnetization was
not described by a real one-dimensional equation.

We already mentioned in Sec. II that an apparently.
very fast longitudinal relaxation of M, may appear
after the second pulse, which could be misinterpreted
as a fast intrinsic Tt relaxation. An example of such
a behavior is shown in Fig. 14. %e see that the free
induction decay following the second rf pulse rises ra-
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ast initial increase
not observed)

exponential recaN~
with T1 ~ 260 ms

4me I4p
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FIG; 14. Exam
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pie of the anomalous behavior t' th t

p ession signal following the second 90' t'

o' e ree
on r pulse when the

applied t'ield gradient is smaller than than e minimal value re-

quired by the condition (4) of Sec. II. Th fis igure represents
e secon pulse is ap-a multiple exposure picture where th d

plied at times 7 =20, 40, 60, and 80 . Th, an msec. The deformation
of the second free precession signal is emphasized at ~ =60
msec by superimposing on it the t" t fe irs ree precession signal.

is shows clearl that th

The
y he two signals are not proport'o l.

dotted line gives the envelope of the second free pre-
h i na.

cession when 7 varies; for T & 15 msec, the exponential in-

crease defines thhe usual longitudinal relaxation time T but

at short timeses, the increase is n&uch faster, though hidden
ime i ut

by the first free precession signal. Th ese signals were ob-

tained at T=1.5 mK and cu/2m=125 kH' '
im= z for a solid He in

contact with liquid in the Pomeranchuk cell.
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FIG. 15. Calculculated first maximum amplitudes ot' the
echoes 2, 3, and 4, as a function of the parame er

7rMp T2. When b ~ 10, they are very sensiti h

value of b and hence, they can be used to determine this

nsi ive to t e

parameter. The reported values a t k fre a en rom the theoreti-
cal curves 3b to 6b for the inset d fe an rom similar calculated

others.
curves corresponding to the low-temperature d t f haa ort e

pidly at short 7 and that its shape is different from
t at o the first free induction decay. In short the
exp anation is the following: whe th f ldn e ie gradient
is so small that the condition (4), 4m.M
satisfied the

p ((GI is not
ie, e transverse precession become

corn li

mes very

p icated and depends on the shape of the sample.
As the magnetization

'
g ion is no more unidimensional, the

transverse component of the magnetization d than e
gnetizing field are no longer parallel in all

of the sam le.
a e in a parts

p e. Thus, the local precession of the
transverse magnetization around the transverse
demagnetizin fieldg produces a longitudinal magneti-
zation which a ppears during the characteristic time of
t e free precession. This initial rapid increase of M,
is illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 14. For a

corn lex
quantitative analysis of multiple-echo beh-ec o e avior, this

done by increasing the magnetic field gradient G.

2. Clue for a rapid evaluation
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point is illustrated iA Figs. 15 and 16. Figure ~. 5

shows the normalized first maximum am 1 t dpiu esn, as a unction ofm,„Apfor the echoes 2 3 and 4 f
t e parameter b = y4mMp T2. When b & 10
am li

p 2 en, these
as varies t e samep itudes are nearly constant as b

ts trtte when Tt/Tq & l, as shown in the inset).
When b &5 a, as the whole echo pattern varies
smoothl wit
ma

y, the precise determinatio f M
ay become difficult to obtain, but Fig. 15 shows

The determination of Mp and D discu d
'

S
as been obtained using the entire multiple-

echo pattern. We would now like to show how to

p i one nows onlyetermine the magnetization M if k
the short-time behavior of the multiple echoes. This

FIG. 16. Positions of the maximum amplitudes of the
echoes 2, 3, and 4, as a function of th

= &47r Mp T2. When b g 1 0, they can be used to deter-
mine the parameter b. This property is still valid when

Ti/T& is different from 1, as shown in the inset.
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that, in this case, the maximum amplitudes of the
successive echoes which are strongly sensitive to b,
can be used to determine this parameter. On the
other hand, Fig. 16 shows that the position (r/T2)
of the successive maxima of the echoes can be used
to determine the parameter b for high values of b.

Thus, according to whether b is low (&5) or high
(&10) it can be determined rather accurately by con-
sidering either the amplitudes or the positions of the
first maxima of the echoes 2, 3, 4, ....

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper a complete solution of the equation of
motion of the magnetization of solid He in the
paramagnetic phase has been presented, including the
non-negligible effect of the nonlinear term due to the
demagnetizing field and the effect of the spin diffu-
sion. It has been shown that this theory gives a satis-
factory description of the experimental multiple
echoes observed at high and low temperature. This
calculation was carried out without physical simplifi-
cation, except for the assumption —which was actually
satisfied in the experiments —that the magnetization
was a one-dimensional function of space variable,
i.e., that the uniform magnetic field gradient was
sufficiently large. Thus, this theory may be a useful
quantitative example when considering the general
problem of more complex nonlinear systems which
were mentioned in the Introduction. We point out
again that the main practical application of the
multiple-echo phenomenon is the direct and absolute
determination of the magnetization of a sample,
without knowing the number of spins contained in it,
The multiple-echo feature has provided the first
measurement of the magnetization of solid He near
the ordering temperature2 in a Pomeranchuk cell
where the number of spins in the sample is strictly
unknown. The susceptibility was found to be larger
than the extrapolated Curie Weiss value, in contra-
diction with an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg
model'; this behavior has been confirmed later by
SQUID3t and thermodynamic measurements. 30 We
remark that the fundamental condition (Sb))
p4m'MpT2 ) 1 is fulfilled in very pure water at
H = 10 kG and T =300 K if T2 ) 6 sec; nevertheless
the observation of the multiple echoes in water needs
a very homogeneous magnetic field (the maximum

field gradient allowed is of the order of 0.1 mG cm ',
in order to avoid strong diffusion effects), which may

be difficult to achieve for such an experiment which .

could be amusing but of little interest.
We mentioned in the Introduction that nearly the

same spin precession equations also appear in uniaxi-
al antiferromagnets although the demagnetizing field

is quite negligible. In these systems, the Shul-
Nakamura interaction induces a dynamic frequen-

cy shift of the resonance frequency proportional to
the longitudinal spin magnetization, which is identical
to the frequency shift in solid 3He expressed by Eq.
(10) of this paper. Thus, in principle, the same
equations are valid in these substances and the same
multiple echoes should be observed, Unfortunately
there is a large experimental spread of values of b

which smooths the zeroes of the Bessel functions and

prevents the observation of a large number of
echoes: in Ref. 9, the second echo is nearly undetect-
able and no well defined zero of Bessel function has
been observed. Probably for the same reason, in all

the physical systems where the same kind of multiple
echoes is~expected (plasmons, photons, phonons,
etc. . . ), it appears that the number of echoes actu-

ally observed is much smaller than the 40 echoes we

can easily detect in solid He.
In any pulse NMR experiments —in solid 3He and

probably in some other substances —one must always

bear in mind the demagnetizing field effects even
when using a single rf pulse, if the spin polarization
is non-negligible. We point out that in the fer-
romagnetism of liquid 'He in contact with a sur-
face, ' multiple echoes can occur, related to the
demagnetizing field of the two large susceptibility
layers near the surface. The observation of these
multiple echoes could give some informations about
this surface layer; spatial variation of X and diffusion
coefficient near the surface. However in a Pomeran-
chuk cell the signal due to the surface layers remains
small compared to the solid signal. This prevented us
to obtain any significant information about these
layers.
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